
12 bedroom Villa for sale in Benahavis, Málaga

Welcome to Otto, the most extraordinary luxury villa never built in Los Flamingos Golf. This magnificent residence,
designed by Tobal's renowned architect, combines opulence and vanguard design with its privileged location on the
first golf line. Located on a large and elevated plot, Otto offers impressive views of the Mediterranean sea and the
exuberant camps of Los Flamingos Golf.

The villa is a new standard of excellence, with impeccable architectural characteristics and meticulous attention to
detail. When you buy Otto, you will receive an impressive entrance area adorned with magnificent acoustic
characteristics. The light entrance vestibule, with high technology, offers direct access to the free plant spaces.
Amplios ventanales, del suelo al techo, enmarcan las impresionantes vistas costeras, invitando a la belleza natural al
interior.

Una verdadera obra maestra del lujo, Otto cuenta con una impresionante scalera que conecta sin problemas allos los
niveles de la vivienda. The star room radiates generously and brightly, with its high-calibration wood and modern gas
chimney. Bulthaup's personalized kitchen offers an elegant design that brings every chef's taste to life, with high-
quality Gaggenau appliances and extraordinary attention to detail.

Otto's homes are truly impressive, cada una ubicada en un torno idílico con magníficas vistas. Distributed in three
levels, the accommodations include a master suite and an extended guest accommodation on the upper level. When
you go down to the lower level, you will discover the luxurious SPA of the last generation, which has a swimming pool
equipped with water treatment, sauna and hammam.

La vida al aire libre can be seen at its maximum splendor in Otto, where you can enjoy the cusp of the light. The infinity
pool vanguard with aquatic features offers views of the Mediterranean sea, while the ample terraces surrounding the
pool area provide ample space for relaxation and maintenance. A chimenea in the open area combines with the
climate and ambiance, while a magnificent metal pole accommodates a bar and a barbecue area, perfect for meetings
and enjoyment in the open area.

Even though he was at home, Otto left as the most extraordinary property currently available in the market. Presents a
rare opportunity to install a great master of luxury that combines elegance, innovation and natural beauty in the
prestigious setting of Los Flamingos Golf.

  12 bedrooms   14 bathrooms   2,470m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   aire acondicionado   alarma
  alto standing   armarios empotrados   ascensor
  azotea   balcón   barbacoa
  bodega   cocina amueblada   cocina equipada
  cámara de seguridad   exterior   gimnasio
  independiente   jardín   lavadero
  luminoso   mansión   obra nueva

20,000,000€
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